FOR YOUR LOGISTICS:
TRANSPORT AND WAREHOUSING SERVICES WHICH GO BEYOND ORDINARY LOGISTICS
ABOUT SPEZITRANS

Specialist logistics are our passion and we love complicated jobs. Nothing is too big, too heavy, too sensitive or too complex for us. If your transport and logistics challenges go beyond standard requirements, we would love to take them on and support you with safe and reliable holistic services.

We are a subsidiary of the TALKE Group with more than 155 employees at sites in Berlin, Dresden, Erfurt, Krefeld, Magdeburg, Oberhausen, Siegen, Vlaardingen and Enschede, as well as our head office in Grimmen in northern Germany. Any time you need our assistance, we are always at your disposal.
Your specialist logistics company for transport and warehousing services above and beyond the ordinary.

We offer a large number of services, including special handling of sensitive and heavy goods. You can take advantage of what we already offer or work together with us to find customised, safe and efficient answers to your specific requirements.

Use this brochure to find out about the full spectrum of services we can provide.

If you have a logistics job which does not match anything on the following pages, you can still tell us about it. In conjunction with our parent company ALFRED TALKE Logistic Services and numerous partners, both in our home territory and the whole of Europe, we would be delighted to tailor a special logistics solution just for you.

Get to know us!

p.p. Daniel Gutmann
Manager Grimmener SpeziTrans & Service GmbH
SPEZITRANS AT A GLANCE: OUR SERVICES

TRANSPORT
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS | ANIMAL FEED
MISCELLANEOUS BULK GOODS | HEAVY DUTY
PROJECT CARGOES | DISPOSAL | EXPRESS
TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED | SHIP CHARTERING
CUSTOMS CLEARANCE | GENERAL CARGO

RAIL CONNECTION
1,500 METRES
RAMP
SELF-LOADING AREA
RUN-AROUND LOOP

STORAGE
OPEN STORAGE
WAREHOUSE
HANDLING

CRANE LIFTING
UP TO 500 T
GAS TANK SERVICES
- Corrosion Protection
- Pick-up and Delivery Service
- Spare Parts
- Independent Inspection

WORKSHOP
- Lorries | Cars
- Construction Machines
- Emissions Test | Tyre Service
- 24-Hour Breakdown Service | Brake Test
- Stand | MOT & Safety Inspection

EARTHWORKS AND UNDERGROUND ENGINEERING
- Excavation
- Spoil Disposal
- Backfilling

CERTIFICATES
- ISO 9001:2008
- GMP+
- EFB
- SQAS (via TALKE)
We are independently certified. From transportation of animal feed to temperature-controlled hazardous materials, from express to heavy transport – all our transport and logistics services are backed by that independent seal of quality.

The all-embracing quality standard is ISO 9001:2008. For animal feed transport we also comply with GMP+ and we are also a certified specialist disposal company. When further standards are required, within the TALKE Group network we can offer services which meet the provisions of SQAS, ISO 22000, HACCP and AEO.
Efficient and interconnected: With ten locations, we offer the availability of specialised logistics services throughout Germany and beyond. From us you get international coverage thanks to cooperation between ourselves and our parent company ALFRED TALKE Logistic Services, as well as a tried and tested network of other logistics specialists.

As a specialist for transport and warehouse services above and beyond the ordinary, we always go right to those places where our service is required – to exactly where you need it.
TRANSPORT

We bring your goods to their destination. Whether solid, liquid or gaseous, whether food, heavy lift cargo or waste – for every transport task, we use our expertise and commitment to offer you reliable services which can easily be integrated into your own processes.

TYPES OF LOAD

- ADR
- Animal Feed Pharmaceuticals
- Waste
- Miscellaneous

VOLUME AND WEIGHT

- General Cargo, Partial/Full Loads
- Bulk Goods, Solid and Liquid
- Heavy Lift Cargo Up To 500 T

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

- Express
- Ship Chartering
- Customs
- Temperature-Controlled
- Dedicated Rail Connection
Regardless of the aggregate state, we can transport both harmless and hazardous solid and liquid chemicals and gases of almost all dangerous goods classes to wherever you need. We offer the necessary experience and sensitivity for transporting your products safely and the capacity and flexibility to bring them to their destinations throughout Europe.

Hazardous Materials of almost every class

The only exceptions are explosive, radioactive and infectious materials.
As a certified disposal company, we also offer the necessary expertise in this sector to transport waste for you in an uncomplicated and reliable way and to handle the requisite formalities. We can therefore provide you with the appropriate transport services over the entire life cycle of a product if needed.

We also offer you services for moving particularly bulky and heavy objects. We can handle transport and crane lifting up to a weight of 500 tonnes both safely and reliably.
You can obtain comprehensive shipment service packages from us for general cargo and full-load transport far beyond our region. In close cooperation with carefully selected partners, we can support you with national and international transport in accordance with our high quality and safety standards.

**STORAGE**

We offer extensive storage capacities for an extremely wide variety of goods – monitored round the clock by video and regular inspections. Our open storage covers a total area of 80,000 square metres and includes special areas for storing pipes and other lengthy items. With more than 10,000 square metres of covered warehouse space, including a steel storage facility, we also offer reliable weather protection.
Repairs, tyre service and 24-hour breakdown service: You can obtain all workshop services for tractor units, tankers, trucks and cars from us from a single source. In addition, we offer all statutory general and safety inspections, brake tests and emissions testing.

GAS TANK REGENERATION

Reliable, long-lasting corrosion protection is one of the basic requirements for operating above-ground gas tanks.

To renovate such tanks, we offer a complete all-round service: collection, temporary storage, removal of old coatings, application of new coatings, replacement of seals, pressure gauges and fastening materials, plus delivery to the new location where they are to be used.

All gas tanks are subjected to an independent inspection by an officially authorised expert before we send them on their way to their new sites.
We are the experts for your earth moving, redevelopment and disposal work. Our range of services extends from taking on individual tasks, such as removing excavated material, right through to project work, such as the backfilling of bore holes by supplying, applying and compacting the backfill.

Our own rail siding at our headquarters in Grimmen offers you direct access to the German Railways network. 1,500 metres of track, including a station, loading ramp, self-unloading area and a run-around loop are available for handling your goods, plus our fenced temporary storage covering an area of 50,000 square metres.
ABOUT TALKE

ALFRED TALKE Logistic Services is one of the leading logistics service providers for the chemical and petrochemical industries. Companies in Europe, the Gulf states, India, China and the USA trust in the performance capability, expertise and 70 years’ experience of more than 2,400 transport and logistics specialists.